
SESSION	  3	  
Engage	  Your	  Fans	  



In this Session… 
•  The Big 4 of social media and why you want them all. 
•  What to post where on social media sites. 
•  How to post when on social media sites. 
•  Ninja secret marketing method… to use money other 

companies spend so you don’t have to. 
•  And so much more! 



The Big 4: 
•  Facebook (1.6 BILLION people) 
•  YouTube (1 BILLION active users) 
•  LinkedIn (433 million members) 
•  Twitter (310 million active users) 

Social Media Foundations 



Get on them all because: 
•  Facebook—MOST	  of	  the	  internet	  is	  already	  there…	  	  

–  Niched Pages for advertising. 
–  Niche Groups for relationship-building. 
–  Targeted ads. 

•  YouTube—HALF of the internet is already there… 
–  Know-Like-Trust Factor. 
–  Easy to build a following. 

Social Media Foundations 



Get on them all because: 
•  LinkedIn—Most corporate professionals are there… 

–  Lunch & Learn connections. 
–  Speaking/workshops to professional clubs and groups. 

•  Twitter—Professionals, CEOs, musicians are there… 
–  Avoid the “Gatekeepers.” 
–  Quickly get noticed by major corporations. 

Social Media Foundations 



Get on them all, but 
don’t spend your 

time on them all… 

THIS… 



Where to focus your time: 
•  Where your people hang out! 
•  Facebook—Most	  users	  age	  25-‐34,	  50/50	  male/female 
•  YouTube—Treated	  like	  a	  search	  engine…	  Or	  
entertainment	  (cat	  videos).	  

•  LinkedIn—Older	  corporate	  pros,	  professional	  networking. 
•  Twitter—CEOs,	  Non-‐profit	  heads,	  arMsts,	  musicians 

Social Media Foundations 



Avoid overwhelm… 
•  Hang out most where your Target Market “lives.” 
•  Schedule 1-2 hours each week to market on SM. 
•  Spend half your time on your top choice. 
•  Use 25% of your time to update other platforms. 
•  Use remaining 25% for other book marketing strategies 

(not social media). 

Social Media Foundations 



Facebook… 
•  Study what Pages post that your Target Market “Likes.” 
•  Look at what posts get the most interaction in Groups. 
•  Post similar things on your personal profile to test. 
•  Post things that get interaction and engagement. 
•  Don’t blatantly SELL. 
•  Photos, memes and videos, oh my! (Facebook Live!) 

Social Media: What to Post 



YouTube… 
•  Share tips and strategies. 
•  Do Google Hangouts and automatically share to YT. 
•  Interview others. 
•  Share inspirations, motivational tips, etc. 
•  Share interviews of yourself on your channel. 
•  ANYTHING that’s video! 

Social Media: What to Post 



LinkedIn… 
•  Keep it professional. 
•  DON’T share what you had for dinner or your cat’s latest 

silly antic. 
•  Use the “Endorsements” feature. 
•  Links to informative articles. 
•  Event information (workshops, attending, speaking, etc.) 

Social Media: What to Post 



Twitter… 
•  140 characters or less! 
•  Quick tips from your book. 
•  Short thoughts, “profound” discoveries, quotes… 
•  Fun, new Podcast episodes you discover. 
•  Links to helpful articles. 
•  Re-Tweet! 

Social Media: What to Post 



Facebook… 
•  Use your posts to create and build relationships. 
•  Use it to complete the 27 “touches.” 
•  When? 

–  Post on the weekends…  
–  Thursday evenings through Sundays. 
–  Avoid Mondays until after lunch… 

Social Media: How to Post 



YouTube… 
•  Create your channel and upload videos. 
•  Include keywords, descriptions, links… transcripts… 
•  Subscribe to related channels… “Like” and comment on 

their videos. 
•  When? 

–  Spread out your uploads… Not a bunch in one day. 

Social Media: How to Post 



LinkedIn… 
•  Short, informative… don’t spend a lot of time here. 
•  Don’t hang out to build relationships. Use it to make the 

connection, then build the relationship “offline.” 
•  When? 

–  A few times per week. 
–  People are busy… Don’t post several times per day. 

Social Media: How to Post 



Twitter… 
•  Stay informative and/or motivational. 
•  Invite people to “Re-Tweet” (RT). 
•  Reply to direct messages. 
•  When? 

–  Thursday/Friday afternoons and weekends are hot. 
–  Can post a few things per day (feed loss). 

Social Media: How to Post 



Facebook… Throw a Page Party! 
•  Creates a frenzy of activity. 
•  Makes your Page dominate news streams. 
•  SUPER FUN… builds engagement. 
•  30 minutes or less. 
•  Simple, “Yes/no” questions about your book’s content. 
•  Questions designed to get info from your market. 

Social Media: Ninja Tricks! 



YouTube… Ninja-fy your video descriptions! 
•  Put your list-building opt-in link FIRST in your video’s 

description… 
•  OR put your book’s Amazon page first… 
•  OR put your Amazon Author Page link first… 

Social Media: Ninja Tricks! 



LinkedIn… Power Groups. 
•  Get involved in Groups about your topic. 
•  Give, don’t take. 
•  Keep it simple, be helpful, ask questions, share info. 
•  Check in at least once a week and ALWAYS comment. 

(Find something to say.) 

Social Media: Ninja Tricks! 



Twitter… Twitter Party! 
•  The FB Page Party on Twitter… TweetChat.com 
•  Come up with a hashtag (#) so people can follow it. 
•  Teach something in a webinar/teleseminar/Hangout. 
•  Ask questions in the chat. 
•  Encourage people to “meet” each other. 

Social Media: Ninja Tricks! 



Magazine Marketing! 
•  There is a magazine that targets your exact audience! 
•  Browse magazines your audience would get: 

–  Bookstore 
–  Library 
–  Amazon.com/magazines 

•  Select 3-4 that serve your target market. 

Stealth Marketing… 



Magazine Marketing! 
•  Skim articles… 

–  What topics? 
–  What language? 

•  Pay CLOSE attention to ads… 
–  What’s being sold? 
–  Pricepoints? 
–  Ad language? 

Stealth Marketing… 



Magazine Marketing! 
•  Identify gaps in your book… solutions you can offer or 

ways to make your story more relevant. 
•  Study the writing style and article topics. Mimic it. 
•  Look at current issues. Buy a couple for home reference. 
•  Super-stealth! … Contact the magazine for 

demographics info for “advertising.” 

Stealth Marketing… 



•  Set up your Big 4 social media profiles. 
•  Analyze your social media profiles and decide where 

you’ll spend most of your marketing time. 
•  Create your marketing schedule. 
•  Start posting… and pic one Ninja Trick and do it! 
•  Do the Stealth Magazine Marketing exercise. 
•  Prepare for Session 4! 

Session 3 Homework 


